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Introduction

"The 'art' in recording is the sensitive application of the recording process to shape or create

sound as, or in support of, an artistic, creative message" [Moylan.1997: 12].

In orderfor audio producers to be in control of theirmaterial, theymust understand the

substance and behaviour of the material. Theymust also understand how soundchanges

with alterations in structure and throughinfluences of changing environments.

The perception of spacein audio recording is not the same as the perception of space

around an acoustic sourcein a physical environment. In an acoustic space, listeners

perceive the location of sound and certain spacial cues aboutthe apparent acoustic

environment in relation to the three-dimensional space around them[Moore.1989: 559]. In

audio recording, illusions of space are created where sound sources are assigned spatial

information through the recording process and/or through signal processing. The spatial

information is intended to simulate particular known physical environments, suchas concert

halls or it is intended to provide spatial cuesthat haveno relation to our reality, such as small

rooms withlong reverberation times. Stereo recordings can portraythe 'spatial characteristics

ofrecorded sounds independent ofthe listening conditions. Humans can discern properties of

one environment through loudspeakers while we move about in another, however, this does

cause some difficulties with spatial interpretation as the original environment of the sourceis

distorted by the listening environment.

To accurately perceive the spatial information of an audio recording, the listening

environment ideally needs to be acoustically neutral. The listener mustbe carefully

positioned both within the environment and in relation to the loudspeakers so as to

prevent further distortion of the original signal in the playback environment.

Ideally, spatial placement of sounds would allow us to have complete control over the

acoustic environment heard through loudspeakers. Each location within the heard

environment could have a specified size, direction, distance and motion. Computers and
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their relevant peripherals and software allows us to have this control over the spatial

characteristics of sounds. Much research and development is taking place in recording and

playback systems, in the attempt to simulate the dimension of space as in natural hearing

[Moylan.1997:12].

This research report will endeavour to illustrate through design in mycomposition Valley

ofdry bones, the creation of spatial movement and dimension in stereo recording. This

dimension andmovement goes beyond theusually restricted horizontal stereo image to an area

that stretches bothhorizontally (width), vertically (height) and in distance (breadth), beyond

the arc of the two speakers.
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2. Theoretical Considerations

2.1 Localization

In order to understand the brain's interpretation of audio localization and distance, the human

perception ofthe placement ofa sound source in the real world has to be understood. This type

ofperception is known as sound localization, and is dependent on cues for interpreting three

dimensions, namely the horizontal angle, distance or velocity and the vertical angle. In

determining the horizontal angle of sound listeners use three cues:

The first is based upon differences in time and intensity reaching the two ears. Any delay

perceived between the time a sound reaches the opposite ear to the one first receiving the

sound is calledinteraural time difference (lID), binaural time differences or sometimes referred

to as phase differences. The listener can use ITD cues to determine the angular direction,

measured in degrees, of a sound source. If the sound is centered behind or in front of a

listener, the ITD is zero. As the angle is changed by more than one degree (about 20

microseconds), a difference in direction can be perceived, until the sound moves toward a

lateral position in front of the listener [Brown and Deffenbacher.1979:217]. The change in

Binaural distance perception as the angle either increases or decreases is illustrated in Figure

1.

Figure 1

Distant source

Binaural distance perception

[Brown and Deffenbacher.1979:217]
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the sound source is centered there is no intensity difference as the soundreaches both ears

at the same time. When the sound sourceis not centered, the listener's head partially

screens the ear opposite to the source, casting a shadow Ithat diminishes the sound received

by the ear, particularly at highfrequencies.

Spectral cuesprovided by reflections off the outer ears, shoulders andupper torso also

give directional cues. The ear flaps help orientate the source's angle of direction. Since
I

the pinnae shield the external auditory canals frombehind, above and below, higher

frequencies are softerfrom other directions than from th~ front and subsequently front
I

back confusion decreases with increases in frequencies above 3000kRz. Elevation
I .

experiments done byMartens [Begault 1994:75] using high andlow sounds showthat
I

stimuli usinghigher frequency sounds tended to be heard to the front andthose at lower

frequencies towardsthe back. Experiments done by Stevens andNewman demonstrate
I

that lowfrequency sine wavesare ambiguous as to their front-back location whenlistened

to through loudspeakers. [Begault.1994:75] Both ITD Jnd lID cuesare ineffective when
I

the spectral energy of the soundresides belowabout 270Hz. Interaural timedifference
I •

cues are most effective in the frequency range of 270 to 500Hz, but are-useless as cues
I

above 1400Hz where the shorter sound waves are reflected off the headandlost before

reaching the opposite ear. A frequency below50 Hz prbduces no majorlID cues.

Intensity differences increase withfrequency so that above 1400Hz lID cuespredominate.

Thisis the teasonwhyhighpitched sounds with a sharp attack slope have good localization

accuracy compared to tones with a softercurve.

2.2 Spatial imaging perception

The spatial relationships of reproduced sounds are conceived by the listener, throughthe

concepts ofthe sound stage and imaging. The recording represents an illusion ofa live
I

performance which is conceived by the mind as existing in a realknown physical space
I .

Moylan saysthat "within the perceived performance environment is a two-dimensional area,
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both horizontal and distance" [Moylan.1997:211], but a third dimension could be included

in the stereo sound stage, whichis created by the illusion of the vertical movement and

projection of soundwithinand beyondthe arc ofthe normal stereo speakerpositions. The

area of the sound stage can be of any size, from a small area to an area filling a space
I

beyondthe stereo array. The placement of the front edgf of the stage needs to be as close

as possible to the listenerwith the furtherest sound marking the end and depth ofthe sound

stage. The imaging of sound sourceswill be influencedb~ the characteristics ofthe unique

performance environments ofthe individual sound source, as wellas their placement within

their own environment. In stereophonic reproduction thk spatial distribution ofthe
I

auditorystimuli is enabled through the creationof so called phantom images, whichare not

relatedto the hearing ofnatural sound. A phantom sound source is created exactly in the
I

center betweentwo stereo loudspeakers whenboth speakers emit identical signals

simultaneously (Figure2). Thisphenomenon is known Js cross-talk which effectually limits

the placement of auditoryimages between speakers.

Figure 2

Front Lell Speaker

Loll Channel
Cro.stalk

PhantomImage

r-- - ,
L_..-._~

L - _ "':::....... Front Right Speaker

I

/
/

/ Right Channel
// ICrosstalk

. /
/ Right Channel

Direct Sound

Uatener

Placement ofPhantom images

[Holman.1996:42]
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2.3 Simulation of horizontal cues

Panning is used to describe the movement of sound image across a stereo field . As the

sourcepasses from one loudspeaker to another, the amplitude in the direction of the target

loudspeaker increases, whilethe amplitude in the direction of the original source

loudspeaker decreases. Initially a sound sourcefrom a pan-pot has zero widthifpanned

towardsthe center. With the addition of stereo reverberation and stereo panning a greater

widthis obtained much like that obtained withreal sources using a coincident pair of

microphones, which works purely by amplitude differences at the two loudspeakers. As

both ears hear the speakers the result is that the spacebetween the speakers andthe ears

turns the intensity differences into timeofarrival differences, giving the illusion of depth

and distance as in natural hearing. Many different panning curves are possible, eachgiving

a slightly different spatial impression of sound movement. For a symmetrical pan these

curves assume that a listener sits in the exact centerbetween the two loudspeakers. This is

known as the normal stereo listening position as seenin Figure 3.

Figure 3 r: A"... ,.~"~,,on~

Q)

Normal Stereo listening position

[Moylan.1992:27]

Withlinear panning a "holein the middle" effect occurs since the ears tend to hear the

signal asbeing strongerin the loudspeakers than in the middle wherethe intensity drops,

due to the Law ofSound Intensity, which statesthat the perceived loudness of sound is •

proportional to its intensity [Dodge 1985 :460].

Constant power panning uses sinusoidal curves to control the amplitude emanating from
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the two loudspeakers. This createsthe impression of a pan with a more stableloudness.

The perceived pan is seenas rotatingbetweenthe two loudspeakers at a constant distance

from the listener, and heard at a constant soundlevel as it moves across from one sideto

the next. Anothertechnique used to simulate movement is to use increasing time delay or

level difference betweenloudspeakers. Here, the phantom sourcemoves awayfrom the

center until it appearsto cometo rest in one of the loudspeakers. The louder or earlier

arriving signal determines toward which loudspeaker the phantom sound source moves

(precedence effect). The required timedelay for a particular angular deviation (Figure 4a)

depends somewhat on the type of signal. A time of arrival of 1 millisecond resultsin the

greatest possible deviation of 30 degrees from the center in a usual stereo loudspeaker

setup and evenfor small deviations soundsourcesappearto comefrom the nearest

speakers.

Figure 4 left
30° clicks

0.5 ms 1.0

/ ,
/ sine wave

/r- tone (327 Hz)
,/

/' left,'"
~",."" earlier

- 10°
arrival time

_ 200 difference -

- 0 5 ~",.~

~~;""
".',

/
/,

sound event ,. \ 200

direction" , '. '
•.. ..' !.,-, ,

righ~" '. ,' "
earlier

Delay difference be-
tween two loudspeakers - 1,0
for stereo 'reproduction
and the resulting deflec-
tion of the phantom
sound source

- 30°
right

a. Delay differences between two loudspeakers

level difference between
two loudspeakers for
stereo reproduction
and the resulting deflec
tion of the phantom
sound source

t
sound event
direction

right
louder

left
300

- 200

- 30°
right

left
louder

20 30 dB

arrival time
difference -

b. Level differences between two loudspeakers

[Dickreiter.1989:80]
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Level differences andlID cues leadto more stable phantom images. Level differences of

15 to 20 decibels permit the images to deviate to the extreme sides where theybecome

stable sound sources in one ofthe loudspeakers, as shown in (Figure 4b).

The so-called stereo horizon within which true localization of phantom sources is possible

is only 20- 40cmwidefor normal stereo setups [Dickreiter.1989:86]. Otherwise the well

knownimaging problem occurs, where, whenwe move acrossthe listening area the sound

images that are meant to staycentered, movewithus [Holman.1996:40].

2.4 Distance perception

Distance perception is dependent uponthe time delay between the arrival of the direct

sound andreverberant energy and upon the ratio of the amounts of direct sound versus

reverberant sound [Moylan.1994:129]. Knowing the timbre of the sound will help the

listener in perceiving the reiterations of the direct andthe reverberant sound. Sounds are

alsojudgedaccording to their contextwith other surrounding sources. Distance sensation
•

is improved markedly in enclosed spaces through evaluation of the ratio of directto

diffused sound, permitting recognition of even small distance difference. Thelistener must

knowthe timbre of a sound in order to recognise that the sound is missing detail. The

listenersbrain will further calculate how muchlow energy information is missing, in order

to determine the degree of distance. This perceptionwill assist in calculating the amount of

distance between the sound sourceand the listener. Previous experience andthe listening

skill level of the listener will play a major role in determining the accuracy in which distance

judgements are made. Without prior knowledge of the timbre of a sound, perception of

distance location is considerably lessaccurate. Through timethe listener learns to know

the sound qualities of sound sources within their immediate area. The space surrounding

them serves as a reference fromwhich to judge distance "near" and "far". Within this area

ofproximity, sounds maybe altered bythe environment although theywill still havea great

level of detail depending on how closethe sound source is to the listener. Humans

conceive "near" as being immediately outside of theirarea ofproximity where sounds are
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moderately altered andare able to localize the sound's distance with detail and accuracy.

Sounds cease to be considered "near" when the listener begins having difficulty with

localizing because of theirdiminishing detail. Thefurthest "far" sounds may even bemore

difficult to recognise, but will havenatural timbral alterations which could occurinnature

as the reverberant energy which occurs over a deep valley. Other sounds may appear to be

located at a distance outside of human experience, a distance beyond our world

"otherworldly". These sounds have alterations in timbre which may have frequencies

emphasized and de-emphasized which would not normally occurin nature, andbecome

almost unrecognisable as a known sound [Moylan.1992:221].

2.5 Environmental Perception

"Environmental characteristics are determined bythe listener, through comparing his or

her memory of the sound source's timbre outside of the hostenvironment to the sound

source's timbre within the host environment" [Moylan.1992:227]. In the caseof never

having any recollections of the original sound source's timbre an approximation or

comparison would have to be made.

" Differences in the spectrum and spectral envelope of the sound source, as remembered

by the listener, andas heard in the hostenvironment, form the basis for determining most

environmental characteristics" [Moylan.1992:228].

2.6 Simulating distance cues.

To make a sound reside intothe distance one canuse techniques such as lowering the

amplitude, apply a lowpass filter, adding echoes, or blending in reverberation. Amplitude

increase anddecrease canbe simulated byusing either a loudness control or byusing

compressors and expanders. Compression is usedto describe conditions of gainreduction

where the original dynamics are compressed or reduced. Bythe useof compression ratio
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controls, which simply specifythe relationship between input andoutput levels, many

different effects canbe achieved. The attack and release timeplay a vital role in determining

the effects of the compressed sound. The attacktimewill determine the characteristics and

sizeof peaks allowed to passthro,:!gh the system prior to attenuation; in effect it will

dynamically modify the static sinewave response of the compression ratio [Belville.1977:

28]. As the attacktime lengthens, a subtle change takes place in the spectral energy

balance as increasingly highfrequency contentpasses unattenuated, giving the sounda

brighter timbre. Release timeis important since it determines the moment-to-moment gain

change, which in turn controls loudness. Underconditions of considerable compression and

veryfast release timethe medium and lowerlevel signal contentis raised to peak level and

subsequently sounds louder. In most recording applications, the purpose of an expander

gate is not to expand the music, but to get in below the low-level signal andattenuate the

channel gainin the presence of noiseonly[Belville.1977: 30]. Because of this attenuation

in noise level the audio will sound brighter and clearer andparticularly with short impulsive

sounds or sounds with a sharp attack which can be created by using expanders are most

easily located for distance cuesas the initial attack determines the distance by its

reverberation qualities. Longtones havethe opposite effect and are difficult to estimate in
l.

distance perception. Intensity variation itselfis not always a reliable cue-to distance

judgements. Theamount of sound power at the eardrum canvarywhendistance does not.

Loss of effective powerwith distance canoperateas a good cue only when there is little or

no reflection, suchas in a anechoic chamber or over headphones [Begault.1994:51].

Loudness plays a majorpart in the perception of distance. In naturedistant sounds are

oftenmuchsofterthan near sounds, but mayalso appear to be louderin some cases. If, for

instance, we were seatedin an apartment in a city, the sounds of passing traffic would

appearlouderthanthe sound of a fridge motor coming from the nearby kitchen. Even

thoughthe fridge sounds quieter, it is perceived as being nearer because of its known

position and timbre quality and not because ofits loudness. The traffic appears louderdue

to the predominance oflower frequencies; higher frequencies which are shorterare lost into

the atmosphere andreflected off buildings. In this instance timbre quality and

reverberation timegives us the cue for its distance perception.
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A fade out gives the illusion of a sound moving into the distance becauseof its decrease in

loudness and change in timbrequality. Higherfrequencies abovethe most sensitive hearing

region (2700-3200Hz) need greater amplitude to get to the same loudness oflower

frequencies. Thistheory is demonstrated in the constant-loudness contours or Fletcher

Munsoncurves [Roads,1996: 1056]. Becauseof the drop in dynamic level duringa fade

out the higherfrequencies are the first to lose their presence and subsequently lower

frequencies predominate and giveus this timbrechange. Distance is not always accurately

perceived; other elements suchas timbreand reflection are oftenconfused with the

perceptionof distance as being degrees of loudness.

Timbral detail is an important cue for distance in relation to the characteristics of the

environment in which a sound source is produced, andthe perceived location ofthe sound

source and the listener within that environment. In a microphone setup the closer the

microphone is to the source, the greater the definition andtimbre detail becauseof fewer

highfrequencies getting lost betweenthe source and microphone field. By moving away

from the microphone a greater distance is perceived because ofthis lack of definition
~

createdby the dominance oflower frequencies and indirect sound which might have

reflected off a wall or obstaclein its path.

Timbre differences betweenthe soundin its normal unaltered state and its state in the host

environment are the primary determinants of distance location. Humans rely on timbral

definition for most of their distance judgements and to a lesserdegree, on the ratio of

direct-to-reverberant sound. Distanceperception is really a combination of both, as the

amount ofreflection affects the colour of the sound, by the presence of higher or lower

frequencies. Equalizers are an important tool in changing tone colourwithin a sound; they

either add presence and focus to a soundby boosts in certain higher frequencies or distance

by certain lowerfrequency. Special filters such as'highand low pass filters are also used to

create distance and presence by attenuation of lower and higher frequencies respectively

[Roads.1996: 185].
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In nature, distant sounds are often accompanied by a great deal of reverberant energy,

which is important as an attributer of environmental characteristics, and for placinga sound

source at a distance withinthe individual source environment. This reverberant energycan

be controlled electronically by the use of digital reverberation modules where the depth,

delayand lengthofreflection are manipulated according to desired specifications.

The sound source's degree of timbre de:t1nition, the perceived distance of the sound source

withinits host environment, and the perceived distance of the source's host environment

from the perceived locationof the listener, are combined into a single perception of

distancelocation. Thisprocess will determine the actualperceived distance ofthe sound

source. Researchby Begaultbased on the work by Coleman, Sheeline and Von Be'skesy

demonstrated that the relative mixtureofdirect to reverberant sound is a powerful cue for

determining distance [Begault.1994: 106 ].

2.7 Simulating Vertical Cues

..
Research showsus that high- frequency sounds reflecting off the outer ears and shoulders

provide a critical cue to vertical localization. The surfaces of the pinnae and shoulders act

as reflectors, creatingshort time delays that are manifested in the spectrum as a combfilter

effect [Begault.1994:63].

The most significant influence on localization has to be the spectrum ofsound as it reaches

the outer ears, where, due to the shape and folds ofthe outer ear, the sound is filtered

especially those highfrequencies above 5 kHZ. Thisfunction by the outer ears is termed

head-related-transfer-function (Hrtf) . The folds ofthe ear causeminute delays with a range

of0-3 microseconds. These resonances and diffractions causethe spectral content at the

eardrumto differ from the soundsource. The Hrtfaltersthe spectrumand timing of signal,

whichis then recognised as a spatialcue. The shoulder, torso and ear canalalso have an

effecton filtering. Furthermore there are changesin interaural phase as a function of

frequency that are causedby the Hrtf's, TheHrtfrelates the transmitted source sound
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pressure developed at the ear drum. It varies withfrequency, azimuth, elevation and range,

and reveals the physical cuesofsoundlocalization [Begault.1991:57]. The directional

aspects of the pinnae are considered to be particularly important for vertical localization.

Several studies have shown that withoutthe pinnae's effect on a broadband frequency

source, vertical localization is lessaccurate.

Another kindofhead shadow intensity difference is front to back. Here the ear flaps can

helporientate the angle of the sound source. Since the pinnae shield the external auditory

canals frombehind, above and belowshortwavelengths, higher sounds are softer from

other directions than from the front, andfront backconfusion decreases with an increase in

frequency above3000kHz.

The understanding of filtering techniques for artificially produced sounds in spacewas

anticipated byBauer andBatteau [Begault.1991 :70],who used analogue filters designed to

producethe necessary elevation resonances ofthe pinnae fromlocalization experiments

[Begault.1991 :71]. The simulation of vertical movement can also be createdby using

microphone techniques and/orby emphasis or de-emphasis of certain frequencies using
l

filter techniques. Vertical cuescanbe simulated electronically, giving the impression that

soundis arriving from above. Thisis doneby filtering the input signal, imposing the change

in spectrum caused by reflections off the head and shoulders. The use ofHrtfspectral

shaping is a feature used in processing 3D sound. This is based on the theorythat the most

accurate means to produce a sample sound cue is to transform the spectrum of a sound at

the eardrum as closely as possible to the way it would be transformed under normal spatial

hearing. In this electronic synthesis of spatial sound, the electronic processing mustcreate

the effect ofsoundwaves reacting with a real human headand ears,hence the sound must

be transformed according to the properties ofthe Hrtf However, this does causeproblems

as the listener's transform might be different to that of the original.

Directional perception in the verticalplane depends on the sound coloration, being a

function ofits vertical angle. Ifa signal moves upward in the vertical auditory plane, the

level and time-of-arrival differences remain just about unchanged. The information about
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the rising sound source is mainly taken from the change in timbre caused by the diffracting

effect at the headand ear lobes. This effect can be simulated bythe use of filters on a

broad bandsound, primarily a soundwith a good rangeof high frequencies. Sounds

coming fromdifferent directions obtain direction specific boosts in certain frequency bands,

the so called direction determining bands. Narrowband signals cannot have suchcomplex

spectral changes, thereforelocalization becomes difficult. Localization in the vertical plane

depends clearly on the familiarity withthe sound sourceand on the experience of the

hearing mechanism. Localization in the vertical planeis not possible for narrow band

signals, the signal direction is determined from the signal frequency.

2.8 Simulation of environmental cues

In current music an illusion ofspaceexisting within another space is createdby each

instrumental source being placed in its own host environment, within a larger overall

environment or space. Theseenvironments change the timbre of the sounds as they appear

in different depths and dimensions within the larger space.

Figure 5

o
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Enviroments

[Moylan.1992:210]
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Figure 5 presents different sound sources appearing to be performed in very unique

environments: -

- Timpani located in an open air environment

- A string instrument placed in a large concert hall.

- A vocalist performing in a small hall.

- A piano sounding in a small room.

- Cymbal appearing to exist in a very unnatural environment.

The characteristics of the environment have specific component parts that contributeto its

own unique sound quality. These characteristics are what must be determined, by

identifying the differences betweenthe sound quality of the sound itselfand the quality of

the sound source within the environment. These component parts are: the "reflection

envelope", the "spectrum", and the "spectral envelope" [Moylan.1994:228].

The reflection envelope is createdby the amplitudes of the initial reflections and

reverberant energyof the environment. Without the opportunity to hear the environment's

complete presentation, information related to the reverberant soundenergycan never be
l

audible. Computer aided spectrum waveform programs such as 'CoolEdit 96' help in this

situation.

The "spectrum" ofthe reverberant sound and the initial reflections is a composite of the

frequencies or bandwidths of pitchareas that are emphasized and de-emphasized by the

characteristics ofthe environment itself These are determined by carefully evaluating many

appearances ofthe sound source in the environment and by listening to the way the sound

source's timbre is changed by the environment over a wide range of pitch levels.

The "spectr~l envelope 11of the environment is how frequencies that are emphasized and de

emphasized by the characteristics of the environment itselfvary in loudness.level over the

duration ofthe sound environment.
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3 Implementation of Valley ofdry bones

By designing a stereo location graphaccording to Moylan (Appendix 1), one can plot the

horizontal locations of all sound sources against a time line of the work. Sucha graphwas

constructed for the composition Valley ofdry bones, whereI attempted to simulate

dimensions and movement in soundthroughtechniques discussed. The graph portrays the

angle anddirection of sources fromthe listener (positioned in the centreof the listening

environment). The sourceshave beenplaced at approximate locations between the

speakers. Theboundaries of the horizontal axis are marked by the "left" and "right"

loudspeaker locations, but may extend slightly beyond the speakers.

Once the direction and movement of sources hasbeendecided upon, it's stereo location is

then designed and createdin the mixing process, as timeand amplitude differences between

the two loudspeakers and the listener's ears.

Threebasic typesof signal processing were used; eachprocess is designed to function as a
l

particular physical dimension of sound. An alteration in one of the physical dimensions of

sound will causea change in the other dimensions. The three processors used did not only

causeaudible changes in the physical dimensions but also altered timbre. Theywere:-

- Frequency processors: equalisers andfilters.

- Time processors: delay andreverb units.

- Amplitude processors: expanders and compressors.

All mixing andprocessing was doneon computer. The software program called 'Cool edit

96' was used to do most ofthe frequency and amplitude processing. The timeand some

frequency processing was doneon the audio recording program "Cubase VST" and its

automated mixing console was usedto mix the audio for the desired effect.
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Mixing is a process that combines sounds, creating an artistic blend of timbres, dynamic

levels and assigned spatial location, distance and environment qualities and through signal

processing, finalizes the shaping of the sound qualities. By combining simulation cuesfor

angular location, distance and velocity (Doppler shift) one cancreateconvincing illusion of

moving sound sources between two speakers.

In my composition Valley ofdry bones, the guitar feedback sound in bars 9 - 12 at 17

seconds gives the illusion of moving across the sound stageandback again. The sound first

appears in the left speaker and as the sound decreasesin amplitude the sourcemoves

towards the middle of the two speakers. Thiscreates a phantom sourcein the centreof the

listening area as an equal volume of sound is coming from both speakers.

A second wave or feedback sound follows the first waveandthismoves acrossto the right

speaker. Thisperceived change indirection is also enhanced by the fact that the second

wave is muchstronger than the first and that our ears are now directed towards the second

wave front and this together withpanning shifts the perception of the sound to the right

speaker. As the initial sound of the second wavefront decreases the soundonce again

appears to comefrom the middle. It then moves into the distance as it is panned to the left

speaker.

The results taken from a fast Fouriertransform [Dodge. 1885 :51] and spectrum analysis

done on this effect, showthat the initially lowerfrequencies are accentuated

(500hz,1500hz,) as shown in Appendix 2 (la.) The directional properties of the higher

frequencies which are emphasised throughthe feedback sound, together withthe increase in

loudness, couldpossibly givethe illusion of the sound sourcecoming from the nearest

speaker, in this casethe right speaker.

Basiclocalization cuesfor staticsounds can be extended to the simulation of moving sound

sources. The Doppler effectdescribes the change in pitchthat results whenthe sourceand

the listener are moving relative to eachother [Dodge. 1985:46]. When a sound sourceanda

listener are moving closertogetherthe wavefronts of the sound will reachthe listener more

frequently, causing the perceived pitchto be raised. If the sourceand listener are moved
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apart, the pitchwill appear lower.

This illusion of approaching and departing can be heard in the electronically produced

effectofbars 42-46 at 1:24 seconds on the cd. The sound sourcesamplitude level and

reverberation level were increased and decreased respectively as the sound was panned

towards center stage. Thistogether with a treble boost gives it the presence it needs to

create the illusion ofan approaching sound source, simulating the effect of sound waves

becoming more and more compressed and rising in frequency as is the case in the Doppler

effect [Vermooten.1980:12]. The pass-by effect madeuse of a lower frequency boost plus

the addition of reverberation, which simulated the effect of a soundwavede-compression as

if moving off into the distance as the sound was panned fromleft to right. A crossfade was

done betweenthe faders ofthe original andreverberant signal. Doingthis givesthe illusion

of soundsmoving to and fromthe listener. Fading betweenthe equalizations in this way

also helpsto reinforce the illusion ofpitchbend, if it was not originally used. By fading

between original and reverberated soundand usingappropriate equalization on sound

sources, it is possible to get sounds moving backwards and forwards. By use ofpanning,

soundsmovebetween the two speakers andby combining these in the rightproportions, it is,
possible to create swirling textures and 3-D movement.

A fast Fourier transform graphwas done during the crossfade between the approaching and

the close up sound. In Appendix 2 (2a) we can see the higherharmonics (inblack) and the

lower ones (in red). Thisboost in the higher frequencies gives the illusion ofmoving closer

to the listener.

The opening voicerecitation "spirit" was createdusinga combination of techniques. The

intentionwas for the voice to project forward very quickly and then to disappear. To begin

with the voice part was closely miked, giving it a closeperspective. Here its timbre quality

gives us the cue for its distance perception and not necessarily its loudness. The word

"spirit" was spliced and placedon three different tracks in order to have control over the

final processing and mixdown. The first part of the word had its gainreduced and together

with added reverberation a simulation of an approaching effectis achieved. In the second
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part of the word the perspective is very close. Thiswas achieved throughusing a high

frequency equalization with no reverberation. The third part made use ofthe last syllable

"it" where it's gainwas reduction together with a lower frequency boost and reverberation.

This gives the illusion ofmoving back into the distance.

The rumble sound in bar 38 at 1: 15 seconds is divided into two parts. The first part begins

right ofmiddle and has a trebleboost and bass cut (this gives the sound the illusion of rising)

whilethe secondpart has a bass boost andtreble cut, giving the oppositeillusion. In the

secondpart the presence oflower frequencies gives the illusion of the sound moving slightly

towards centralposition, widening its image as it movesacross. The added reverberation in

the secondpart gives the illusion ofmoving further into the distance.

In Appendix 3 a graph indicates the distance locationof sound sourcesin Valley ofdry

bones. Bar numbers and timings have beengiven for the sound sourcesandthese distance

cues are onlyapproximations ofhow the sound was perceived.

In contextwith other sourcesthe keyboard sound was designed to be located in the middle

of the sound stage, on the border betweennear and far. From bars 26~75 at 55seconds it

moves a little closerin perspective mainly because of an increase in gain. The bass part

together with the bass drum gives us a close perspective: living in their own environment

with littlereverberation. The compression of the snare drum soundadds a sharp attack to

its sound, thus causing the sound to stand out and appear closerto the listener. Becauseof

the amountof reverberation applied to the snaredrumit soundslivelier andif listened to

very carefully the amountof reverberation places it at a distance in its own environment.

The experience of the listener is necessary for judging the environment of the snare drumby

knowing how it sounds without reverberation.
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In Appendix 3 from the score Valley ofdry bones, a Doppler effectmoves throughthe far

field into the otherworldy distance. Here the added long reverberation time together with

amplitude reduction helps create the illusion ofthe guitarmoving into the far distance. This

effect is also achieved with the words "enterus, spirit." Here a pre-delay reverberant effect

projects the voice into the distance which eventually becomes so muddled that it is difficult

to perceive.

In Appendix 2 (lb) we see the effects of the new environment (reverberation) on the host

environment. The guitar feedback's frequencies (1000,1500,2500,3000,4000 kHz) can be

seen to be emphasized and appearto be much wider in dynamic range, whichresults in it's

closer proximity and increase in amplitude.

In contrast, the Dopplereffectshownin Appendix 2 (2a) has more of its lower frequencies

emphasized and as a resultdistance perception is increased. With more lower frequencies

than higher frequencies present, the effecthas less localization accuracy. The effect of the

environment on the Dopplereffect ofAppendix 2 (2b) can be heard on the CD at 1:24
l

seconds. Here the added reverberation changes the environment by giving it a much wider

and deeperperspective as the sound passesby. The pre-delay effect used in bars (61-64) of

Appendix 1 gives the effectofthe voice receding into the distance. This can be heardon the

compact disc at 2 minutes and 11 seconds. The longreverberation timeaccentuates the

lower frequencies and higher frequencies are almost lost completely in a swirlofreverberant

energy. In the fast Fouriertransform of the breath effect at both 12 seconds and at 1minute

44 seconds in Appendix 2 (4a) one can see amplitude boosts in the higher frequencies

(2500-4000 kHz). The frequencies belowthis rangehavemuchlower amplitudes. The

desired effect was a "breathy" soundto depict the spiritual world in a waythat moves up

into the unknown. This "breathy" type noisegivesthe illusion ofrising out ofthe speakers.

Here the delay of the original envelope was put through a high filter boost and this in

combination with reverberation gave the illusion of rising beyondthe speakers. This

technique would simulate the effect ofthe timbrechange as if the sound had been diffracted

at the head and ear lobes. In Appendix 1 the metal pole sound in bar 16 at 32seconds, gives
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the effect of appearing directly above the head, somewhere beyond the speakers.

Localization and elevation is veryaccurate mainly because of its sharp attack time(intensity)

and bright timbre, making it a very distinct sound with a closeperspective. The intention of

the two short fly-past effects in bars 70-72at 2:27 seconds was to create the effect of swift

movement fromsideto side. A broadbandwidth sound (brown noise) was usedto give it

the desired clarity I wanted which madelocalization easier and together withpanning this

effectwas achieved. The short and quick attack timeof the effect alsoaddedto its accurate

direction perception. To begin withthe approaching sound sourcewas given a bass

frequency boost to create a little distance, its second halt: which was spliced and put on a

separatetrack for processing control was given a high frequency boost withno

reverberation, this gaveit a closerperspective . The second return effect was given the

oppositetreatment, that is, beginning with a closeperspective followed bythe perception of

moving off into the distance. Bycross fading between the original andreverberated sound,

the effect ofmoving to andfrom the listener was achieved.

4 Conclusion

Firstly, in dealing withthe psycho-acoustics ofsound we need to consider that the

electronic movement of sound is an illusion. Andalthough these techniques are not as

effective as a simulation of the real thingsuchas found in acoustic soundmovement, they

stillpresent us withmany newprocessing possibilities andcontrol over an often neglected

parameter [Strange.1983:214].

However, there doesappearto be someproblems in implementing spatial movement with

two channel stereo. Thefirst is the imaging problem of the sound which is meant to stayin

the centeras we move from one sideto the other but instead moves withus. The only way

out of this is to add channels or remain in a central listening position for a true stereo sound

picture. The other method of alleviating many channels is to use phantom images,

producing sounds from spaces between speakers as demonstrated in Valley ofdry bones.
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Depth is neededto create spatialdimension. The reason for little depth on normal stereo,

besides onlyhaving two speakers, is that the in and out-of-phaseinformation the ears need

in order to determine the depth and direction, are not present. These are lost because

playback environments do not matchthe original environment. Ambisonics might seemto

be a solution, as this creates these phase differences, especially by the use ofthe sound-field

microphone where convincing and accurate localized phantomimages are created.

Ambisonic recordings maybe played back over two or four speakers in its simplest form. It

uses an encoding system whichtransforms the two channel recording into a full 360 degrees

horizontal front stage by utilizing both amplitude and phasetechniques [Branwell.1983:140].

Other problematic regions are no doubt found in loudspeaker reproduction. The reason

why this is a problem is firstly that the environmental context of the listening space

(reflections) will be superimposed upon the incoming signal to the eardrums. Unlike the

direct soundfrom headphones, the signals at each ear are a mix ofthe signals from the two

speakers. Crosstalkplays a majorpart in our hearing of spatial sound[Begault.1994:217].

In natural hearing, analysis reveals the importance of the fact that cross-talk signal is

effectively filtered bythe HRTF before reaching the opposite ear by a 180 degreephase
l

cancellation based on the theory that the addition ofwaveform 180 degrees out of phase

results ina perfectly cancelled signal. It is difficult to know the reflections of speakers in

certain settings and to predict the positionof listeners or speakers. As one moves away

from speakers the angle of incidence narrows, which changes the HRTF necessary for use in

cross-talk cancellation. It must alsobe said that there is some individual variation in

perception and not allpeople perceive the same spatial positioning on playback.

Progress is beingmadein the area oflistening to 3D sound over loudspeakers. There have

been developments in monitoring systems such as the BAP 1000,which is a virtual acoustic

monitoring system, in that 3D sound techniques are imposed to allowsimulation of a pair of

stereo speakers in an ideal recording studio [Begault.1994:220]. This devicefilters the

output from a mixing consoleusing transfer functions that representthe HRTF impulse

responses ofloudspeakers in ideal conditions, at left and right 30 degrees azimuth.
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There havebeenmany new developments in computerhardware systems, one such

development is the "Spatializer," which is a 3D audio processordeveloped (by Spatializer

Audio Laboratories.) to improve stereo listening. Its processing createsphantom rear

speakers based on psychoacoustic principles [http//www.catalog.com]. The technology

behind 11Spatializer" is similar to that found in the IIMS 11 recording technique which uses the

out-of-phase signal to enhance the spatial dimension ofthe audio. Developers are finding

cost effective waysof modelling environments. By borrowing statistical techniques from the

field of architectural acoustics they are developing methods for approximating the effects of

listening environments [Astheimer 1993: no page]. Ifthey can develop ways of matching

the environment of the recording with the playback environment as is experienced over

headphones, the dimensions in stereo listening could possibly be much improved.

Dimension and movement within stereo recording can onlyreally cover the spacebetween

the speakers and possibly about 15 degreeseither side of the speakers. This spaceis quite

adequate as our main focus on hearing is directed towards the front. To get anyprojection

to the back and sides ofthe head would requirea third or fourth speaker. Although

dimensional hearing with tWQ speakers is greatly aided by modemtechnology, it still has a

long wayto go beforeit can be compared to natural hearing.

The Binaural recording processhas achieved muchin the direction of spatial hearing, its

recording methods are based on principles found in natural hearing, but is limited by its

playback environment whichcan onlybe fully realized throughheadphones.

Holophonics technology presents us with someinteresting theoriesin that full spatial sound

can be recordedwithout the use oftraditional microphones. The technology is based on a

new understanding of the physiology of human hearing, which is utilized in the recording

process. Holophonics is basedon the hypotheses that we do not perceive sound in a passive

manner, with sound waves impacting our eardrums but rather that the humanear generates

its own reference tone. The premise is that this tone interferes with incoming soundsto

create the necessary spatial information for analysis by the brainand it is this interference

betweenexternal sounds andthe reference tone, that provides the brainwith spatial
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information [www.holophonics.com/tech.html].

Perhaps with sound recording, processing and monitoring system developments of the

future we coulddiscover new spatial interpretations based on psychoacoustic

understandings and placement of phantom images over loudspeakers. There are certain

limits in stereo reproduction of sound and although the placement of phantom images does

give us much movement, dimension and elevation within the normal stereo arch, more

speakers are needed to reproduce sounds from other spatial angles.
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PROJECT

Valley ofwet bones

Aim: To produce spatial localization using natural environments through the binaural
recording process, relayed through two speakers.

Methodology:

Binaural recordings were made using a dummy-head manikin with omni-directional
microphones placed inside the ear canals where the eardrums would be in a person. The
microphones were connected to a mixer and panned to the extreme left and right. This was
then recorded onto a dat tape machine.

Three different environments were used:

Outside environment
Studio environment
A room with dry acoustics.

All sound effects were recorded using the binaural process except for some moving sword
effects, imitation fly buzzes, squeaks and marching effects used from commercial sound effects
recordings. These can be heard on cuts 8,15 and 19 from the CD recording of this project.

The imitation buzzing fly sounds at O. 13 (also heard separately on cut 6), the approaching
flying saucer sound at 1.14, the swishing and squeaking sounds at 2.00 (heard separately on
cut 19) and the marching effect at 3.15 (heard on cut 8) were relayed over six speakers in a
studio environment surrounding the dummy-head and recorded onto tape.

All other sounds were recorded naturally via the binaural process using neither panning nor
equalization techniques, and their unique environments were kept without using artificial
reverberation in any way. These were then recorded onto a computer based 16-track recording
system, manipulated and placed at different positions in order to complete the sound picture .

The context of the theme is a valley of human bones which are the remains ofa defeated
army. This is followed by a flying saucer effect representing God's spirit coming to resurrect
this huge army ofbones . The various popping, clicking and squeaking effects represent the
bones coming together. This is then followed by the army rising up and marching off into the
distance.
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Valley a/wet bones:

Track 1(4.10)

Major localization cues: These were determined through listening on Spendor SA 200 monitor
speakers, which have a reverberant and spacious sound quality . The standard stereo listening
setup should be used in order to get the full benefit ofthis work.

0.08 - Faint rainbird harmonic sound behind head.
0.13 - Single mosquito sound close to left ear.
0.17 - Bird chirps above head .
0.27 - High pitched mosquito sound on the right , close to the head .
0.35 - Bee buzzes in circular motion- to the left front. Higher pitched bee sound gives
sensation ofmoving around head.
0.45 - Sunbird chirps above head.
1.00 - Strong chirp above from left and then outwards towards the back.
1.14 - Loerie call on the right and slight echo towards the back. .
1.52 - Birds overhead.
2.00 - Finger clicks in front, move towards forehead.
2.27 - Above on the left , low squeak.
2.45 - Creak directly above head , and illusion of coming from behind.
2.53 - Drill from above on the right, comes down to ear level on the left, front.
2.55 - Plastic bottle in front to the right at between 70-80 degrees elevation.
3.00 - Sawing in front at elevation angle between 70-80 degrees.
3.13 - Loerie front left and behind.
3.53 - Birds chirping above and behind to the right.
4.00 - Footsteps fade out as in real life situation when all has passed by.

Isolated Extracts (Tracks 2-19)

Track 2 - Outdoors effects with small bird sounds overhead and Loerie call with illusion of a
45 degree elevation to the front with call also giving the effect ofcoming from an angle of
about 190 degrees to the left.

Track 3 - Outdoor environment with small high frequency bird chirps giving the illusion of
sounding directly above the head at an elevation angle ofabout 70-90 degrees.

Track 4 - Pneumatic drill from the right and fading out to the left.

Track 5 - Sawing in front, with elevation of about 45 degrees.

Track 6 - Effect offlies' buzzing in a circle to the front with a single mosquito to the right
front and above. The effect of flies' buzzing in front and moving slightly to the left and up by
about 10 degrees was obtained by relaying the sounds with delayed times between front ,

-middle .and back speakers, in a six speaker set-up surrounding the dummy-head. The intention
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was to get the effect to move around the head. This was difficult to achieve without at least
four speakers. The single mosquito sound was intended to appear as close to head as possible.
This was recorded by playing the effect back through headphones via the microphones in the
ear canals ofthe dummy-head, giving it a inside-the-head effect.

Track 7 - Plastic coke bottle being crushed and blown at close proximity to the dummy-head,
at elevation of45 degrees. With a fairly dead acoustic background the effect of being very
close to the head was achieved when listening back through speakers.

Track 8 - Marching soldiers: also relayed over six speakers, beginning in front, middle then to
the back. The intention was to get the effect of soldiers approaching, surrounding the head,
and then moving off into the distance .

Track 9 -Bee buzzing in circular motion. This effect was copied and repeated a number of
times to emphasise the effect ofmoving around in a circular pattern. Following the bee effect
is an imitation effect ofa single mosquito buzzing close to the head and ear .

Track 10 -Forest environment with sunbird flying overhead and outwards towards the back.

Track 11 -Sunbird flying above and past the head, with other bee and bird effects.

Track 12 -Close-up plastic bottle squeaks, in a fairly dead environment.

Track 13 -Forest effects with sunbird flying overhead and to the left.

Track 14 - Effect of elastic band being shot at a wall in a enclosed environment to the left in
front of the head.

Track 15 - Sword swishes and cork being screwed out of a bottle- neck.

Track 16 -Bee buzzing with plane and birds flying overhead.

Track 17 - Dog barking in the far distance to the left front of dummy-head.

Track 18 -Digital theme music played on keyboard.

Track 19 -Comical effect taken from a commercial sound effect recording, of sword swishes,
creaking sounds and buzzes . This was also relayed over the six speakers surrounding the
dummy-head giving the illusion of sounds moving back and forth .

Conclusion

In recording 3D sound, the sound material must contain dimensional information derived from
the real or synthesised interaction of that sound with a human head and ears.
The perception of3-dimensional hearing and the recording ofbinaural sound on two stereo

. channels are intimately related, it is a combination of psychoacoustics and physics. This is
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particularly relevant when using the outdoors environment where the brain is accustomed to
hearing sounds from all angles. The moving and static sounds, in this case mainly bird sounds,
provide movement, whilst the acoustic environment provides the depth and spacial cues. The
varying frequencies of the sounds whether moving above, towards or away, are recorded by
the microphones which are separated from each other as the ears are in natural hearing, by the
shape of the head. The shape and folds of the ears also assist in determining these cues by
acting as filters to different frequencies. These cues are then interpreted by the brain due to
past associations and experiences as being in that particular known environment.

In the case of the effects ofcuts 6,8 and 19, the attempt to simulate movement over 6
speakers was not as effective as found in the outdoors environment. Although it is effective to
some degree the illusion associated with outdoors environment is not captured in studio
environments unless artificial reverberation is used to simulate this environment. The only
other way to simulate this movement would be to multitrack and relay the audio through more
than two speakers.

The dryer acoustics ofan indoors environment gives sound a closer perspective as is the case
with some ofthe effects in this work, although other characteristics such as timbre and
frequency also aid in producing the desired effect. The crunching bottle effect on track 12
sounds closer than the sawing effect oftrack 5.

In general, the use of the binaural recording process does enhance the illusion of3D. Binaural
recording only seems to effectively work in live situations, where natural acoustics and spatial
cues are captured, especially through live 3D sound effects. .

It is difficult to capture the same dimension from recorded music without the help ofartificial
processing and multi-speakers setups. One ofthe reasons for this being that our brain does not
associate music as coming from all around us but mainly from the front.

Interest in 3D sound processing is on the rise. There is renewed interest in binaural recordings
with some claiming to produce true 3D sound, but until listening environments and speakers
can match the acoustics and spacial cues of a particular environment, multi speakers system
will still be necessary.
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